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　　Abstract　　The design of DNA sequence plays an important role in imp roving the reliability of DNA computation.Proper con-
st rained terms that DNA sequence should satisfy are selected , and then the evaluat ion formulas of each DNA individual corresponding to

the selected const rained terms are proposed.The heuristic improved genet ic algorithm (GA)/simulated annealing (SA)algori thm is pre-
sen ted to solve the multi-objective opt imize problem , and the DNA sequence design system is developed.Furthermore , an example is illus-

t rated to show the ef ficiency of ou r method given here.

　　Keywords:　DNA encoding , multi-objective optimize , GA/ SA algori thms.

　　In recent ten years , DNA computation[ 1] has

been ex tensively researched as a new computation

paradigm , because of its massive parallelism and huge

storage w hich make it have the capability of solving

the NP problems.In DNA computation , the core re-
action is the specific hybridization between DNA se-
quences or the Watson-Crick complement , which di-
rectly influences the reliability of DNA computation

w ith it s eff iciency and accuracy.However , false hy-
bridization can occur because of the chemical charac-
teristics of DNA molecules[ 2] .False hybridizat ion in

DNA computation process can be divided into two

categories[ 3 ,4] .One is false positive , i.e.non-specific
hybridization occurs between a DNA strand and its

Watson-Crick complement of a distinct DNA strand ,
in w hich case there are mismatches;the other is false

negative , i.e.hybridization between a DNA strand

and its complement does not take place as intended.
The sufficient similarity between DNA molecules in-
duces false posit ive results , while false negative re-
sults are caused fo r the reaction conditions and bio-
chemical operations.Therefo re , reasonable encoding

design in advance is significant to avoid false hy-
bridization and is helpful to improve the reliabili ty of

DNA computation .

The encoding problem means trying to encode

every bit of DNA code wo rds in order to make the

DNA strands hybridize w ith i ts complement specifi-

cally in bio-chemical reaction.Hence , the goal of en-
coding is mainly to minimize the similarity distance of

the various DNA sequences by using some convenient

similari ty measure.So as a necessary cri terion for re-
liable DNA computat ion , the minimum Hamming

distance[ 2] and H-measure based on Hamming dis-
tance

[ 5]
between DNA code w ords w ere proposed to

define the distance.And various algorithms and

methods for the reliable DNA sequence design w ere

presented based on the tw o distance measures.For

example , Marathe et al.proposed dynamic program-
ming algorithms based on Hamming distance[ 6] .Fro-
tos et al. proposed template-map method[ 7] .
Hartemink et al.developed the prog ram “ SCAN ” ,
and presented method of the encodings design based

on some constraints[ 8] .Arita et al.developed a se-
quence design system using GA and a random gener-

ate-and-test algo rithm
[ 9]

.Tanaka et al.developed a

support sy stem fo r sequence design using SA alg o-

rithms , and listed up some fitness cri teria
[ 10]

.Deaton

et al.proposed an evolution search method
[ 11]

.Soo-
Yong Shin et al.developed an evolutionary sequence

generation sy stem to minimize the potential errors for

DNA computing
[ 12]

.

In the previous w ork , DNA sequence design can

be considered as a numerical optimization problem

that satisfy ing constraints based on know ledge of se-
quence design .Among the optimization methods , the



GA algori thm is probably the most popular method of

parameter optimization for a problem which is dif fi-
cult to mathematically formalize.In Soo-Yong Shin' s
paper , bet ter sequences w ere generated by using GA

algori thm to solve the multi-objective optimization

problem
[ 12]

.However , in the previous wo rk , a holis-
tic disposal w as adopted to deal wi th every constraint ,
and in every generation the perfo rmance of each indi-
vidual w as evaluated by the fitness function of w hole

individuals in population.At the same time the inher-
ent default , convergent in local point in GA algo-
rithm , was not considered.Corresponding to i t , in

this paper , the evaluation formulas of every DNA in-
dividual corresponding to the selected const raint con-
di tions are proposed , and the heuristic improved GA/
SA algorithms are presented.

1　Design criterions

The encoding problem can be described as fol-
lows

[ 13]
:the encoding alphabet of DNA sequence is

the set of nucleic acid bases A , T , G , C , and in the

encoding set S of DNA strands w hose length is N ,
search the subset C of S which satisfies for  xi , xj
∈C , τ(x i , xj)≥k , where k is a posi tive integer ,
and τis the expected cri terion of evaluating the en-
coding , namely the encodings should satisfy con-
st raint conditions.Theo retically , the encoding should

satisfy two kinds of constraints:combinatorial con-
st raints and thermodynamic constraints.

On the first kind of const raints in the DNA en-
coding problem , there are some constraint terms

based on some distance measure as follow s at present:
Hamming constraint , reverse const raint , reverse-
complement const raint , H-measure const raint , simi-
larity const raint , continuity constraint , 3′-end H-
measure const raint , and hairpin const raint .Obvious-
ly , regarding the first kind of const raints the DNA

encoding problem can be translated to the mult i-ob-
jective optimization problem , which means that the

encodings should satisfy many constraints at the same

time.However , in the various const raints mentioned

above , some of them may overlap each o ther , so rea-
sonable selection of every const raint term is very im-
po rtant.

As for the second kind of constraints , in the case

that some conditions , such as temperature , pressure
and so on , have been given , the free energy (ΔG)of

the DNA double helix structure is a reliable way to

measure the relative stability of DNA molecule.

While the measures closely relating w ith f ree energy

are melting temperature , and the propo rtion of char-
acter G and C in DNA sequence.Therefore , i t is

reasonable to abst ract the second kind of const raints

as the optimizat ion problem of free energy and GC

content .At present , the mostly used methods to cal-
culate melt ing temperature are Wallace 2—4 rule , the

GC %method and the nearest neighbor model
[ 12]

.In
practice , the GC content is supposed to be 50% gen-
erally.

2　Design strategies

In this paper , six criterions based on Hamming

distance measure are selected f rom various const raint

conditions mentioned above to optimize DNA se-
quence.Since i t is reported to be effective in laborato-
ry experiments , the Hamming distance measure but

no t H-measure is used here
[ 14]

.Based on the evalua-

tion terms listed up by Tanaka et al.
[ 10]

and Shin et

al.
[ 12]

, the fitness evaluation function corresponding

to every DNA individual evaluation cri terion w as pro-
posed , furthermore , the optimization problem was

solved w ith SA/GA algori thms.In the follow ing dis-
cussion , x i(1≤i ≤m), x j(1≤j ≤m)are supposed

as the DNA sequence whose leng th is n , and m de-
notes the count of DNA sequence in population.For

convenience , DNA strand x is oriented f rom the 5′to

3′end .x′, whose orientation is the 3′to 5′end , is
supposed as Watson-Crick complement of a st rand x.
x
R
denotes the reverse of st rand x .

2.1　Evaluation funct ions

Hamming constraint
[ 14]

:A large Hamming dis-
tance should be held between any tw o sequences.The
evaluation function of the constraint is described as

Eq.(1), where fHamming(i)indicates the Hamming

evaluation function of the i th individual in evolution-
ary population ,

f Hamming(i)= min
1≤j ≤m , j≠i

{H(xi , xj)} (1)

Reverse constraint
[ 6]

:The Hamming distance

betw een xi and x
R
j should not be less than a certain

parameter d , i.e.H(xi , x
R
j )≥d .

f Inverse(i)= min
1≤j≤m

{H(xi , x
R
j )} (2)

Reverse-complement constraint
[ 6]

:A sequence

should no t hybridize w ith the reverse-complement of

other sequences.
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f Inverse-Comple(i)= min
1≤j≤m

{H(x′i , x
R
j )} (3)

Continuity constraint
[ 10]

:If the same base ap-
pears continuously , the structure of DNA w ill become

unstable.The evaluat ion function is described as fol-
lows:

f Con(i)=-∑
n

j=1
(j -1)N

(i)
j (4)

where N
(i)
j denotes the number of times to which the

same base appears j-times continuously in sequence

x i .

GC Content constraint
[ 9]

:GC content af fects

the chemical properties of DNA sequence.

fGC(i)=-λ|GC
(i)

-GC
(i)
defined| (5)

where GC
(i)
defined is the target value of GC content of

DNA sequence x i , and GC
(i)

is the real GC content ,
λis the parameter that is used to adjust the weight of

the const raint and other const raints.

Hairpin constraint: In general , the hairpin

structure formation is not desi rable , because it can

hybridize it self , and which may cause a secondary

structure.Thus the following evaluation term w as

proposed by Shin et al.
[ 12]

f Hairpin(i)= ∑
(n-2＊pinlen)

r=5
∑

n-pinlen- r/ 2」

c=pinlen+「r/2 
Hairpin(x i , c)

(6)
where r is the minimum length to form hairpin ring ,
pinlen deno tes the minimum sequence leng th of hy-
bridization to form hairpin , Hairpin(xi , c)is 1 ,
when the reverse-complement distance of two se-
quences which sequence x i is folded around the cth

base is more than pinlen/2 , otherwise is 0.

Tm constraint:Melt ing temperature is also an

important facto r for the eff iciency of the DNA reac-
tion.The GC % method w as adopted in the paper ,
and the equat ion w as described as follows , where the

Length is the leng th of DNA sequence.
Tm =81.5 +41＊Rat ioGC -500/ Length

Obviously , the GC content is the only argument

of the melting temperature , hence the Tm constraint

w ill not be considered as the optimization object in

this paper.

Fitness function:We fo rmulate the evaluation

function as a maximum problem , and use the weight-
ed sum to deal w ith the every evaluat ion function of

constraints selected.
f j ∈{f Hamming(i), f Inverse(i), f Inve rse-Comple(i)

f Hairpin(i), fGC(i), f Con(i)}

Fitness(i)= ∑
6

j=1

w j f j (7)

where w j is the weight of the j th const raint , here ,
we set it to be 1.

2.2　Design of algorithms

SA/GA algorithms are the algorithms that SA

algorithm is combined w ith GA algorithm.The SA

algorithm can improve the premature convergence de-
fault in GA algo rithm.In this paper , fi tness funct ion
is proposed corresponding to each individual in popu-
lation.So , in essence , the optimization problem

means that the required individuals in populat ion

w hich have a high fitness value are selected f rom the

every generation colony , when evaluation does not

reach convergence or designated generation.In our

algorithm , selection operator , crossover operator ,
mutation operator , inverse operator , and SA operator

are carefully designed .In the selector operato r , (μ+
λ)strategy is adopted , and SA operator is designed

as follow s:
P(new ※ old)

　 =
1 f itness(new)≥ fitness(old)
exp(λ(f itness(new)
　- fitness(old)/ T) f itness(new)< fitness(old)

(8)
where f itness(new)denotes the fitness value of a

new individual af ter select ion , crossover , mutation ,
and inverse operator.f i tness(old)deno tes the f itness

value of an old individual before selection , crossover ,
mutation , and inverse operator.P(new ※old)de-
notes the received probability of a new individual , λ
is the parameter in SA operato r , in simulation , and λ
is set to be 20.

Steps of GA/SA algo rithms solving the sequence

design are as follows:

Step 1 :Set parameters , and initialize populat ion

randomly.

Step 2 :Calculate the fi tness value of every indi-
vidual in population by descending sort .

Step 3:Select required individuals in populat ion

to enter the next generation directly by adopting the

elite st rategy.The set of individuals is called set C ,
and the rest are saved to an array called old array.
The individuals in an old array af ter multiple point
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crossover , single point mutation , tw o point inverse

are saved as an array denoted as a new array .

Step 4:Adopt the(μ+λ)st rategy to select the

individual in the old array and new array , where ev-
ery individual' s fitness value is calculated between the

individuals in set C and itself that has not been

signed.The highest fitness v alue individuals are se-
lected separately in the new array and old array ,
then , the individual is selected f rom the tw o individu-
als in terms of Meteopolis rule , and it is signed and

added wi th the set C .Step 4 is repeated till the count

of the members in set C sat isf ies the size of popula-
tion.

Step 5:If the termination condition is not t rue ,
adjust the parameter in SA operator , go to step 2 ,
o therwise go to step 6.

Step 6:End.

3　Simulation results

GA/SA algori thms mentioned above are imple-
mented in VISUAL BASIC language.The GA/SA
algori thms parameters used in our example are:the

population size is 20 , the generation number is 300 ,
DNA sequence length is 20 , probabili ty of crossover is

0.6 , the mutation rate is 0.05 , probability of inver-
sion is 0 .4 , initial temperature and cooling schedule

about SA are set to be 100 and 0.95 , respectively ,
and the required individual count is 7.Fig.1 illus-
trates the results of simulation , where the f itness val-
ue of the 7th individual which has the lowest fitness

value among the required seven individuals is the val-
ue calculated in the w hole population .Bet ter conver-
gence perfo rmance af ter 225 generation is show n in

Fig.1.

Fig.1.　Evolution graph of SA/GA algorithms.

3.1　Comparison in DNA sequences

To evaluate the performance of algorithms , sev-
en good encodings are generated , and are compared

w ith the encodings in previous wo rk in various rules

(i.e.various const raint terms are adopted).

3.1.1　DNA sequence comparison based on Ham-
ming distance

Table 1 show s the fitness value of DNA se-
quences based on Hamming distance.In our example ,
bet ter fitness value is obtained by comparing w ith se-
quences given in Shin' s paper[ 12] .Here , we calculate

every object function based on Hamming distance of

previous sequences.

Table 1.　The comparison of sequences based on Hamming rule

DNA Sequence(5′—3′) Distancea) Distanceb) Distancec) GC(%) Continuity Hairpin Fitness

DNA sequences in our sy stem

ACTATAGACAGCATGCCGCA 13 12 15 50 -1 　0 39

ACAGACAGTGCTACAGCACG 14 14 12 55 　0 　0 38

TGATCTGCACATGTCTAGTG 12 15 13 45 　0 　0 38

TACGCGCACACATGAAAGTG 14 13 12 50 -2 　0 37

ACGACTGACGTAGCCATGAT 13 13 14 50 -1 -2 37

ATAGCTGTACGTCGTGTCAG 12 13 12 50 　0 -1 36

TCTTGCGTATCTCTGCTGAG 12 13 12 50 -1 　0 36

To be continued
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Continued

DNA Sequence(5′—3′) Distancea) Distanceb) Distancec) GC(%) Continuity Hairpin Fitness

Sequences in Soo-Yong Shin' s paper
[ 12]

GAGTTAGATGTCACGTCACG 15 14 13 50 -1 -4 37

AGGCGAGTATGGGGTATATC 14 12 13 50 -4 -1 34

T TATGATTCCACTGGCGCTC 13 13 11 50 -4 　0 33

CCTGTCAACATTGACGC TCA 11 11 14 50 -3 -2 31

CGCTCCATCCTTGATCGTTT 11 13 13 50 -5 -2 31

ATCGTAC TCATGGTCCC TAC 11 10 12 50 -3 -2 28

CTTCGCTGCTGATAACC TCA 11 10 11 50 -3 -1 28

　　a)Hamming distance;b)reverse distance;c)rev erse-complement distance.

3.1.2　DNA sequence comparison based on H-mea-
sure distance

The difference of constraint terms selected main-
ly manifests in the Hamming distance or in the H-
measure used.In this paper , the evaluation functions

of H-measure constraint and similarity constraint

based on H-measure are defined as follows:
fH-measure(i)

　=n - max
1≤j ≤m

max
-n<k<n

{n -H(xi , σ
k
(x′j))}(9)

f Simila rity(i)

　=n - max
1≤j ≤m , i≠j

max
-n<k<n

{n -H(x i , σ
k
(xj))}

(10)

where σ
k
(xj)indicates the right(lef t)shift in case of

k >0 (k <0), k deno tes the number of the shif t.

Table 2 show s that our sequences have good per-
formance in H-measure and similarity object function ,
and our sequences also have the good fitness v alue.

Table 2.　The comparison of sequences based on H-measure rule

DNA Sequence(5′-3′) Distancea) Similarity GC(%) Continuity Hairpin Fitness

DNA sequences in our sy stem

ACTATAGACAGCATGCCGCA 12 12 50 -1 　0 23

ACAGACAGTGCTACAGCACG 12 12 50 　0 -1 23

TGATCTGCACATGTCTAGTG 10 13 50 -1 -2 20

TACGCGCACACATGAAAGTG 10 12 45 　0 　0 20

ACGACTGACGTAGCCATGAT 10 12 50 -2 　0 20

ATAGCTGTACGTCGTGTCAG 10 12 55 　0 　0 20

TCTTGCGTATCTCTGCTGAG 10 10 50 -1 　0 19

Sequences in Shin' s paper
[ 12]

GAGTTAGATGTCACGTCACG 11 13 50 -4 -1 19

AGGCGAGTATGGGGTATATC 11 12 50 -4 　0 19

T TATGATTCCACTGGCGCTC 11 11 50 -3 -1 18

CCTGTCAACATTGACGC TCA 10 12 50 -1 -4 17

CGCTCCATCCTTGATCGTTT 11 11 50 -3 -2 17

ATCGTAC TCATGGTCCC TAC 10 9 50 -3 -2 14

CTTCGCTGCTGATAACC TCA 10 11 50 -5 -2 14

　　a)Hamming distance

4　Conclusion

In this paper , some constraint terms based on

Hamming distance are selected from various con-
st raint terms , and then the selected terms are t rans-
formed to multi-objective optimization problem.GA/
SA algorithms are proposed to solve the optimization
problem , and good sequences are obtained to improve

the reliability of DNA computation.Finally , the fea-
sibility and efficiency of our method are proved by

comparing our sequences w ith other sequences.
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